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TIMETABLE CURRENT AS OF 21st JANUARY 2020 

 
 

 Classes are subject to change without notice.  
 For safety and comfort of all, class/gym participants must bring a sweat towel and water bottle.  
 Please ensure you wear appropriate footwear and clothing for exercising 

 CRECHE is included FREE with Monthly memberships for 2 children, if your child(ren) is BOOKED IN. Each child after the first 
two requires a payment of $5.00 per child. Maximum 1 hour session. 

 
  

    Striker Indoor Sports & Fitness 

55 Farrington Road,  

Leeming WA 6149 

    Ph. 9313 9700 

Website: www.strikerindoorsportsandfitness.com.au    Email: info@strikerindoorsports.com.au 

 

http://www.strikerindoorsportsandfitness.com.au/
mailto:info@strikerindoorsports.com.au


 

Bodypump is the original barbell class that strengthens your entire body. This 60 minute workout challenges all 

your muscle groups by using the best weight-room exercises like squats, presses, lifts and curls.  

 
Bodybalance is the yoga, Tai Chi, Pilates workout that builds flexibility and strength and leaves you feeling 
centred and calm. Controlled breathing, concentration and a carefully structured series of stretches, moves and 
poses to music create a holistic workout that brings the body into a state of harmony and balance  

 
 

 Hatha Yoga stretches and strengthens all parts of the body as well as focusing on breathing, coordination and 
flexibility. Vinyasa is flow yoga, and Yin Yoga is restorative, and poses are held.  

 
 
Boxercise requires no boxing experience. Non-contact workout, involving circuit training for speed, strength, 
fitness andconditioning. 

 
Step is an advanced freestyle step cardio workout. For those who want to take the next step up, from Bodystep.  

 
 
Zumba Fitness is a fun, highly motivated sexy Latin aerobic dance class. No dance experience required. 
Choreography influenced by sexy Latin rhythms such as salsa, samba, hip hop and more. Come discover the ‘sexy 
you’ within and be prepared to get fit, shape up and laugh! Ditch the workout, join the party  

 
 
Zumba Gold isthe lower intensity version of the Basic Zumba class. Dances that are included, are Meringue, Salsa, 
Cha Cha, Rock & Roll (including Twist & Charleston), Belly dancing, Flamenco and Tango. Come and get your gym 
shoes on and get ready to boogie and have fun while you workout.  

   
Bodycombat is the empowering cardio workout where you are totally unleashed. This fiercely energetic program 

is inspired by martial arts and draws from a wide array of disciplines such as Karate, Boxing, Tae Kwon Do, Tai Chi, 

and Muay Tai. 

(Resistance Endurance Circuit) is a workout combining both cardio and resistance training, using a wide range of 

equipment. The class will promote calorie burning. Fun for all fitness levels. 

(Light Resistance Endurance Circuit)is a lighter pace of the R.E.C. class and is aimed at our more senior                         

participant or those returning to exercise after an injury/operation, childbirth or just new to exercising......Lite 

Resistance Endurance Circuit is a cardio/strength combination class that alternates strength training exercises to 

maintain strong and healthy bones with light cardio training to help maintain a healthy heart 

Striker FIT (Functional and Interval Training): With a main focus on functional and interval training, this is a group 

class to challenge every aspect of your fitness. Training may be held indoors or outdoors. Each 8 week block has a 

different training style and focus, including strength, speed, endurance & agility.  

  

Metafit is a 30 minute high-intensity workout including a series of body-weight exercises with interval style 

training, designed to keep your body burning calories long after your training session is complete.  

 

R.E.C. Burn is a functional and interval training circuit class for all ages and abilities. This class incorporates 

combinations of resistance and cardio drills that are implemented with variations in program design, to provide a 

longer metabolic conditioning effect. This style of training mimics and involves strengthening the body, for 

activities performed in daily life.  

 

MetaPWR is a thirty minute circuit class that combines resistance and bodyweight exercises to target and 

develop strength, power, agility and cardiovascular efficiency. 

 

Mat Pilates is a strengthening and lengthening form of exercise that focuses on your core (trunk) muscles while 

also training your arms and legs. 

 

Striker Stretch and core work class using body weight, fit balls, bands and magic rings. 

GROUP FITNESS CLASS DESCRIPTIONS 


